
Andrew and Jenny's 
journey with SV 
Solar
Every successful

journey starts with an

experienced guide,

let's begin!



Meet Andrew and Jenny
Andrew and Jenny have 2 kids who go to school while 
Jenny works from home, and Andrew goes to work 
early in the morning and comes back in the afternoon. 
Their electricity bill increases every quarter and there's
always something or the other every weekend where 
they either stay at home or go out somewhere as a 
family.  



Andrew was frustrated

with electricity costs and

the costs of living

constantly rising. So he

reached out to many

solar companies, luckily

we were in contact too! 

We sat together with Andrew and Jenny and

looked at all the competitors quotes.

Everyone promised "the best" system for

them, but non knew the "right one" for their

home which meant a cheap job for now but a

big headache for later

We took our 'salesman hat' off and

looked at the roof, wiring, metering, and

energy consumption of their family. We

discussed their concerns and financial

goals as well and focused on finding the

"right" system for them that would give

them peace of mind



They had just got the house and didn't

want to pay full cash upfront, so we

figured out a 0% interest loan within 24-

hours for them with low fortnightly

payments which made life much easier

for them 

We installed the system within a

week, and they got it metered

after a few days. They went

through the process and trusted

our experience 

After their quarterly bill came,

they were satisfied with the leap

they took us to guide them to

lower electricity bills and see

the bright side above all the

fuss in between! 

Let's see the start and end of their journey 



After 
SV 
Solar

Before 
SV Solar



20+ years in the industry
CEC accredited installers
No pressure selling
0% interest financing 
Local Queensland based
Thousands of happy
customers and counting 

Let us guide you on your own solar journey! 



Join our ever 
growing list of 

happy costumers  

1300 2444 24


